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How
to draft standards



Verbal forms
The following verbal forms are used in ISO 
documents:
• Requirements – shall, shall not
• Recommendations – should, should not
• Permission – may, may not
• Possibility and capability – can, cannot



Verbal forms
• Be clear about what is a requirement and what is 

a recommendation or other type of statement.
• Do not use other verbal forms, such as ‘must’ or 

‘may not’, for requirements.
• ISO/IEC Directives, Part 2, Tables 3 to 7



Plain language
The benefits:
• quicker and easier to read and write 
• avoids misinterpretation
• reduces discussion, time and cost during drafting
• conveys your message effectively



Plain language tips 
• write with your reader in mind
• be concise: short sentences, simple words
• one idea per sentence
• remove unnecessary words
• use lists
• punctuation



The following are not permitted in ISO deliverables:
• statements that include an explicit requirement or recommendation to 

comply with laws, regulations or contracts

The following are permitted in ISO deliverables:
• statements related to legal and regulatory requirements that do not 

include an explicit requirement or recommendation to comply with laws, 
regulations or contracts

• factual examples of the content of specific laws or regulations for 
informative purposes

Legal requirements
(TMB resolution 70/2018)



Title elements

Cereals and pulses — Specification and test 
methods — Part 1: Rice

Maximum of three elements:
1 Introductory
2 Main
3 Complementary

Cereals and pulses — Specification and test methods — Part 1: Rice
1 2 3



Title rules
• Clear and concise
• Reflects the Scope 
• Consistent with titles of related documents



Foreword

Minor revisions

Specific text



Introduction
• Optional but encouraged 
• Background information or commentary
• No requirements (‘shall’)
• Concise; don’t duplicate the Scope
• Patent rights



Scope

Applicability

Subject
‘Specifies’, ‘establishes’, 

‘gives guidelines for’, 
‘defines terms’



Scope

• Mandatory element, explains what the document does

• Concise

• Applicability of the document

• Only uses statements of fact

• No requirements, recommendations or permissions



Normative references

‘shall’:

or equivalent normative language:

‘Documents referred to in the text in such a way that some 
or all of their content constitutes requirements of the 
standard.’



Normative references

• Only documents cited normatively in the text 

• Informative references listed in the Bibliography   

• Normally ISO and IEC documents 

(see ISO/IEC Directives, Part 2, 10.2)

• Only publicly available documents 

• ‘There are no normative references in this document.’



Terms and definitions – entry

Definition

Note to entry

Abbreviated term

Cross-reference

Term number

Admitted term

Preferred term

Source



Terms and definitions

‘Determine the time necessary for 90% of the kernels
to pass from their natural state to the gel state, t90, for 
rice kernels during cooking.’

Definitions replace the term in context:



Terms and definitions
• Definitions shall not have an article (a, an, any, all) 

• Definitions shall not have a full stop

• Avoid circular definitions, for example:

extraneous matter
matter that is extraneous

• Definitions shall not contain requirements, recommendations or 
permissions



Annexes
How an annex is referenced in the main 
body of the document determines 
whether it is normative or informative.

• ‘…shall be determined in accordance with 
the method given in Annex A.’ 
→ Normative

• ‘See Annex B for an example of a 
suitable method.’ 
→ Informative



In numerical order: 

• ISO standards followed by 
other international standards

• regional standards

• national standards

• literature references

or
in the order in which they are 
cited in the text

Bibliography - structure



Bibliography

• Documents cited informatively in the document

• Additional/background information

• Guidelines for bibliographic references in ISO 690

• Avoid listing too many references



Table

Header

Footer

Title Title

Header

Body

Footer



Key
1   mandrel shank 
2   blind rivet head 

The mandrel shall be designed such that the blind rivet end deforms during installation, and the shank can expand.

NOTE       This figure illustrates a type A rivet head. 

a The break area shall be milled. 
b The mandrel head is commonly chromium plated. 

Figure 1 — Blind rivet

Figures
Dimensions in millimetres

Figure

Figure key

Units used in figure

Figure footnotes

Figure note

Figure requirement

Figure title



Figures

• Clear way of presenting information
• Shall be referenced in the text
• Numbered consecutively with Arabic numbering: 

i.e. Figure 1 ... Figure 2 ... Figure 3
• Figures in annexes: Figure A.1 ... Figure A.2 ... 

Figure A.3



Best practice
• Clear lines – not fuzzy
• Concise – don’t clutter up figures with details
• Consistent – make figures look the same throughout the 

document
• Complete – are all necessary elements represented in the figure?
• Send a revisable format 
• Send figures separately from draft as early as possible
• Avoid text in figures – they shall be language neutral
• Seek permission from copyright holder



Notes and Examples



Notes and Examples

• Give additional information 
• Assist the understanding/use of the document 
• NO requirements, recommendations or permissions
• Placed after paragraph to which they refer
• Numbered if  2 or more in same clause, table or figure



Subdivision of text

Paragraph

Subclauses

Clause



Subdivision of text
• Numbered subdivision of clause

• Always at least two subclauses of the same level, e.g.

4 Test method
4.1 General
Text following the subclause title.
4.2 Sampling
Text following the subclause title.
4.3 Procedure
4.3.1 Text about procedure.
4.3.2 Text about procedure.

• N.B. If 4.1 has a title, so must 4.2. if 4.3.1 has no title, 4.3.2 cannot have a title. 



Hanging paragraphs

If you refer to “Clause 5”, 
you are also referring to 5.1, etc.



Lists
• Numbered lists – up to 3 levels: a)  1)  i)

• Unnumbered lists



Resources for drafting standards
The ISO/IEC Directives, Part 2, provide detailed 
drafting and editorial rules for International Standards 
and other ISO documents.



Resources for drafting standards
ISO/IEC Directives, 
Part 2, Annex A, 
includes a checklist 
for writers and 
editors of all types 
of ISO document



Resources for drafting standards

https://www.iso.org/directives-and-policies.html

ISO/IEC Directives, 
Part 2, can be found
on the ISO website



Resources for drafting standards
www.iso.org/drafting-standards.html

Other
drafting 
resources

Simple 
template



Resources for drafting standards
Simple template

The simple template
contains standard 
template text for the 
basic structure of a 
document (title, 
Foreword, Clauses 1 
to 3, Annexes) and 
examples of a figure 
and a table.



Resources for drafting standards
Using the template

Apply styles using 
the Styles menu

Always use the 
version on the 
ISO website, 
rather than a 
saved copy, as 
it is updated
regularly.



Thank you


